
Opposite: A contemporary open stair rail allows homeowners and guests
to see through to the downstairs area and all the way out to the San Diego
Country Estates Golf Course from the dining room on the home’s third floor.

Top: The living room’s vibrant color scheme was inspired by the homeowner’s
love of peacock blue. Removal of a window where the Crema Europa limestone
fireplace and Espresso alder entertainment center now stand, keeps the space
from getting too much heat and sun glare.

 OBBY RIGGS LIVED HERE! Remember him? He
 was the loud-mouth who got more fame at age 55 
by losing to Billie Jean King in the “Battle of the Sexes” 
tennis match than he ever got as a three-time world- 
champion tennis player.

His residence, nestled in the foothills near Ramona, was a 
San Diego Country Estates themed mid-century model 
home in 1974—one year after the luxury housing 
development hosted the �rst match of the infamous 
battle (Riggs took out then women’s world champ 
Margaret Court, 6 – 2, 6 – 1, in less than an hour).

In between 1974 and today, the home’s character was 
compromised, says interior designer Kelly Smiar, who, 
along with John Mills Davies of Marrokal Design & 
Remodeling, helped bring the house back to its 
modern spirit.
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“It was tweaked and changed so that the style was 
almost completely gone. The bones of the house were 
there, but traditional elements were added and there 
was no consistency to the house anymore.”

The traditionalist homeowners originally wanted a 
Tuscan-style residence, but after looking at other 
contemporary houses and furnishings they fell in love 
with that aesthetic.

“The new plan has a spacious master suite—the sole 
occupant of the top �oor—with a spa-like bath and 
gigantic �tted walk-in closet,” says Davies. “The kitchen, 
now out�tted with commercial-grade Vikings appliances, 
was signi�cantly enlarged and an elevator was added.”

The pool, landscaping and the entry sequence were
all redesigned and updated to �t the new home and 
conserve resources. An outdoor living room adjacent
to the pool was also part of the redesign, as was the 
waterfall and koi pond.

It’s a good bet that if Bobby Riggs was still alive and 
living in this house now, he’d be all over the neighborhood 
bragging about it...◆ 
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Top: The kitchen’s creamy amber
backsplash and light-colored
granite countertop help provide
contrast with the dark wood of
cabinetry, dining room table
and flooring.

Above: A spa, cabana and koi
pond along with natural drought-
tolerant landscaping give an
“I’m-on-vacation” aura to
the backyard.

For more information about the ASID San Diego Chapter 2012 Hom
Remodel Tour and a list of other participating designers, see other page.


